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HLOR Foundation Announces the Launch of Hlor ERC-20 Token  

ERC-20 is among the most significant tokens and emerged as the technical standard that is used 
for all types of smart contracts for token implementation on the Ethereum blockchain.  

London, June 11, 2019 – HLOR Foundation, a dedicated company in developing blockchain 
infrastructure information and decentralized information, is proud to announce its launching of 
Hlor ERC-20 Token. The distribution of the said tokens on the Ethereum network is finally 
completed while the deployment of the distribution contract on the leading network is executed.  

Miners are enabled to convert the generated Hlor within the Hlor Explorer into Hlor tokens. That 
means that all generated Hlor can be exchanged for Hlor ERC-20 Tokens on the Ethereum 
Blockchain as a decentralized solution. Later, these Hlor Tokens on the Ethereum will be 
converted to native Hlor Coins on the Hlor Blockchain. 

The Hlor ERC-20 Tokens ensure that it will correctly perform in any place within the Ethereum 
network. All the digital wallets which support the Ethereum currency will also support the Hlor 
ERC-20 Tokens.  

After the creation of token was completed, it can be spent, traded, given to others. ERC-20 is 
considered as the universal language that validated tokens on the Ethereum main network use. 
Meaning, one token is allowed to be traded with one another. 

The launching of Hlor ERC-20 gives the miners a new set of opportunities and advantages during 
their digital currency transactions. The mining process will also not be interrupted since miners 
can exchange the generated Hlor into Hlor ERC-20.  

Miners will be able to monetize their work using the tokens. The company plans to list Hlor 
ERC-20 tokens on several exchanges soon. This action will result miners to trade the tokens. This 
is a real bonus to the miner’s actual income, generating main coin and Hlor. 

 

About Hlor: 

The idea behind the creation of Hlor is to develop and create a unique infrastructure where 
miners from different parts of the world will be money printing machines. It can be generated by 
miners regardless of the main coins, pools, algorithms, mining devices, or difficulties. The number 
of Hlor tokens depends on the actual calculations done. 

### 

For more details about Hlor ERC-20 tokens, please email at press@hlor.com. Interested 
individuals can also visit https://hlor.com and https://hlor.io (Hlor Explorer) to know more about 
Hlor.  
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